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In the darkness of the night, Fei Kexin, Jian and jay, led by several soldiers from Wanlong 

Palace, boarded a helicopter and flew to Haicheng Port. 

At this time, a freighter full of tens of thousands of tons of grain had already lifted anchor 

from Haicheng Port and slowly left the port. 

The crew of this ship are all the most trusted members of Ys Shipping. They received orders 

and set sail overnight, and at the same time, a group of passengers will board the ship at 

sea. 

However, even if these people are trustworthy, Ziva Hank still prevents them from having 

any active contact with this group of passengers, in order to ensure that they always know 

nothing about this group of passengers. 

When the freighter left the brightly lit port and entered the dark sea, two helicopters arrived 

one after another, caught up with the freighter directly in the sea, and landed on the deck of 

the freighter one after another. 

The first person to get off the helicopter was Xion and the many Wanlong Palace soldiers 

she led. 

This time, most of the people Xion brought were female members of Wanlong Palace. 

Each team member is carrying a huge combat bag, which is not only full of various weapons 

and equipment, but also many daily necessities. 

After everyone got off the plane in an orderly manner, they began to divide and block the 

living area with the cooperation of the captain. 
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Afterwards, Xion asked all the staff to leave the deck, and then the second helicopter landed 

slowly on the deck. 

The plane stopped, Fei Kexin got off the plane first, and then jay helped Jian to get off. 
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Xion stepped forward and said politely, “It’s Miss Fei. My name is Xion. Mr. Wade asked me 

to escort you and Mr. Fei to Syria.” 

Fei Kexin asked in surprise: “Xion?! Could it be that miss xion is… the Xion that Japan 

searched all over the country before…” 

Xion smiled slightly, nodded and said, “Yes, it’s me.” 

Xion’s name is famous all over the world after that time in Japan. 

Japan has been looking for her whereabouts before, and she wants to see people in life and 

corpses in death. 

Unexpectedly, after Xion disappeared for a period of time, he suddenly announced to join 

Wanlong Palace. 

After the Japanese side heard that she had joined the Wanlong Palace, they almost 

immediately gave up their arrest. 

Because they had seen Xion’s destructive power with their own eyes, they had turned the 

whole Tokyo into a mess. 

Now that she has joined Wanlong Palace, she has a strong backer. In this case, the Japanese 

do not want to touch this trouble again. 

Therefore, the Japanese Metropolitan Police has issued an instruction that as long as Xion 

cannot come to Japan, the Japanese side will no longer pursue her. 

Fei Kexin didn’t expect to meet the famous Xion here, and she was actually charlie’s 

subordinate. 

Moreover, when charlie deliberately broke the news that the old man of the Banks family 

betrayed his granddaughter to the Japanese, the whole world knew that Xion was the 

illegitimate daughter of the banks family, and the illegitimate daughter of the banks family 

became charlie’s subordinate. This made Fei Kexin even more surprised. 

Before charlie accepted Xion, the banks family had to come out to block it out of face, but 

the current situation was enough to see that the banks family didn’t seem to have any 

temper in front of charlie. 



From this, she could even deduce that the banks family had already been completely 

subdued by charlie. 

She couldn’t help sighing in her heart that charlie’s strength was constantly subverting her 

own guesses and cognitions. 

However, astonished but surprised, Fei Kexin quickly adjusted, and took the initiative to 

reach out to Xion and said very politely: “Hello, miss xion, I have long admired your name, 

this time I will make you worry!” 

Xion smiled slightly: “You are Mr. Wade’s friend, and these are my duties.” 

After saying that, Xion said again: “Mr. Wade said that the matter of you and Mr. Fei’s 

departure must be kept strictly confidential, so you can’t be arranged to go there by plane, 

the ship is a long way, and you need to get used to it, I hope you Don’t be surprised.” 

“Understood!” Fei Kexin nodded quickly and said, “I am very grateful to Mr. Wade for being 

able to leave Aurous Hill!” 

Xion nodded and said again: “I just confirmed the voyage with the captain. The destination 

of our voyage this time is the port of Tartus in western Syria. For safety, before arriving at 

the port of Tartus, we The freighter will not dock at any port, we expect to arrive in 

Singapore in five days, and arrive at the Suez Canal in about 18 days. Counting the time 

queuing up the canal, it will arrive at Tartus Port in about 20 days.” 

Fei Kexin nodded and said, “Thank you, miss xion.” 

Xion nodded slightly, and added: “For the safety of you and Mr. Fei, we are completely 

isolated from the ordinary crew in the living area of the ship. If you and Mr. Fei need to 

come on deck, please let me know in advance, and I will Inform the crew to evade 

temporarily.” 

 


